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Commander Trent joined the Service in the autumn of 2001 with a BEng (Hons) in Naval 
Architecture and Mphil in Marine Transportation from the University of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. He 
trained in HM Ships Campbeltown, Exeter and Lindisfarne before joining HMS Kent as OOW2 in 
2003. Here he cut his teeth as a junior warfare officer through deployments to the Mediterranean, 
lengthy UK operations, a refit in Rosyth and Operational Sea Training. He left Kent in early 2006 
and having completed the Preliminary Navigating Officer’s course joined her sister HMS Lancaster 
as OOW1. He deployed East of Suez with the Ship in support of the French carrier FS Charles de 
Gaulle during Op AGAPANTHE and to the Caribbean for a counter-narcotics deployment with 
JIATF(South) and US coast guard teams. He departed in 2007 and after further navigation training 
was appointed as the Navigating Officer in another T23 frigate, HMS Montrose. Here he enjoyed a 
lengthy deployment to the Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf before the ship refitted in late 2008. 
Post-Montrose, Cdr Trent moved to the position of SWO(N)3 to FOST MPV in Faslane where he 
assisted in the training and development of navigational operational capability in the ‘small ship’ 
community – a role that would stand him in excellent stead for his command appointments.  
 
After PWO course in 2010 he joined the T42 destroyer, HMS Edinburgh, in Chile on her return leg 
from APT(S) in autumn 2011. As Operations Officer, in September 2012 they deployed once again 
to the South Atlantic with a rewarding tour to West and South Africa, UK dependencies, the 
Caribbean and the United States before Edinburgh’s disposal in summer 2013. After a brief 
appointment as the Force Generation (FFDD) SO2 in PORFLOT he assumed command of HMS 
Hurworth in December 2014 before moving to HMS Chiddingfold for Op KIPION in 2015. His final 
year in Command of MCM 2 Crew 7 was spent recovering HMS Ledbury from refit and re-
propulsion work. After Command he served briefly in the Maritime Battle Staff from Jan 2017 in the 
role of DACOS Plans on behalf of COMUKMARFOR, before selection for promotion to 
Commander and T45 Destroyer command. 
 
When not at sea, he enjoys time with his family and all manner of outdoor pursuits, especially if 
they combine wind and water



 


